
Interview guide for in-depth interview for the Bachelor of Science Pediatrics and Child 

Health (BSc PCH) students in Malawi  

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is a retrospective look back into the capacity development for the Bachelor of Science Pediatrics and 

Child Health (BSc PCH) students in Malawi: an evaluation of a health partnership between the 

College of Medicine (CoM), Lilongwe Campus and the German Society of Tropical Pediatrics and 

International Child Health (GTP). 

Name:  

Interview ID:  

Intake year/ Module name/Code  

Date:  

Start time:  End time: 

Location: 

 

Objectives: 

1. Service Improvement 

- To accelerate the Malawian pre-and postgraduate paediatric training  

- To improve and to secure the quality of newborn and child care at central and peripheral 

health facilities  

2. Structural Reinforcement 

- To enhance the attractivity of CoM and related hospitals as a working place  

- To feel the postgraduate students more autonomous. 

3. Knowledge and Skill Improvement 

- To improve the knowledges and quality of approach of the participants to distinct pediatric 

and structural problems and to transport to the dependent health facilities  

 

Greetings and Introduction 

This part of the study is to know about the view of the students about the project. We would like to 

know your opinion and experience about the intervention. 



Service Improvement (supervised ward visits) 

You were part of the above mentioned capacity development intervention (supervised ward visits).  

 For how long were/are you now part of this supervised ward visit? 

 Can you tell me more about the supervised ward visits?  

- Duration, frequency  

- Form of the visit (ward round, case study, practical teaching ….)  

- Form of support (case study, explaining the cases, how to diagnose and deal with the cases, referral…) 

- Focus of the round visit 

- Your role 

 Was it helpful? What was particularly helpful to deal with your patients at wards? Can you give some 

example please?  

 Have you learned more (improve knowledge) from this which helps in your daily clinical life? Please 

explain with example  

 Do you think it has changed your thinking or behavior towards dealing with your patients at wards/clinical 

life? Please explain with example 

 Do you think it has changed your practice in your daily clinical life? Please explain with example 

 What was your engagement/involvement in the research project?  

- Did it involve you studying more?  

- What was your motivation? / What did motivate you?  

- Did it make you engage more with other students, colleagues, teachers about your project  

 Do you think you can imagine the patients beyond their diseased body (not only the diseases, but also the 

social determinants that the patients came from)? Please explain (beyond clinician) 

 Did it wider your perspective beyond borders (not only national but also international? Do you think it 

gave you an international perspective as many cases the teacher/s are international?  

 Does it have an effect on your perspective regarding the health care system in Malawi (e.g. you better 

understand the perspective, health care system, problems, dealing with the problems….) please explain  

 Do you think you have gained some leadership capacity to work at hospital as well as at society?  

 What do you think could be done differently for better outcomes? 

- What needs to be changed? 

- What needs to be added? 

- What can be done differently? 

- Duration, frequency 

- Support  

 Do you think it should be continued? YES/NO, please elaborate 

 Any other additional recommendations or suggestions or comments? 

 

 



Structural Improvement (supervised research project) 

You were part of the above mentioned capacity development intervention (supervised research project).  

 Please tell me about your research project  

- What type of research was/is it?  

- Methodology, data collection, analysis, literature review….  

- Which type of support did you receive? Supervision…. which form, how long? 

- What was your role? 

 What was particularly helpful in this supervised research project? Please explain  

 What was your engagement/involvement in the research project?  

- Did it make you to know/study more or get more engaged/involved regarding research? 

- What was your motivation or what did motivate you? Please explain  

- Did it make you engage more with other students, colleagues, teachers about your project  

 Have you learned (improved knowledge) from it? If YES, please elaborate what have you learnt that is 

very helpful.  

 Do you think it has changed your thinking or behavior (attitude) towards your clinical practice? If YES, 

what have been changed? In which perspective? Please give some examples 

 Do you think it has changed your intension (doing more research or incorporating research with your 

clinical practice? If YES, what have been changed? In which perspective? Please give some examples 

 Did you take any action towards research (talk to other colleagues, applying for other research project, 

working at other research project or talk at departmental meeting about it)?  

 How does this research project help you in your clinical practice (1) and in your future career (2)? Explain 

 Are you now confident to conduct a small scale research by your own? Please explain which research 

components you are confident and if NOT, in which part are not. Explain   

- Identify clinical problem for research  

- Formulate research question?  

- Electronic literature review and data base preserve  

- Choose own research design, method, data collection tool  

- Analysis the data and produce results  

- Presentation of study  

- Scientific writing skill 

- Work in  a team in research 

- Capable of teaching others about the small scale research such as yours 

- Discussing your project/to know more about the research/more about the topic you are working? 

 Do you think you can imagine the patients now beyond their diseased body (not only the diseases, but also 

the social determinants that the patients came from) BEYOND CLINICIAN 

 Did it wider your perspective (not only national but also international)? Do you think it gave you an 

international perspective as many cases the supervisor/s are international?  



 Did the course have an effect on your perspective regarding the health care system in Malawi (e.g. you 

better understand the perspective, health care system, problems, dealing with the problems….) 

YES/NO, please explain   

 Do you think you have gained some leadership capacity to work not only at hospital but also at society?  

 What do you think could be done differently for better outcomes? 

- What needs to be changed? 

- What needs to be added? 

- Duration 

- Support  

 Do you think it should be continued? YES/NO, please explain 

 Any other additional recommendations or suggestions or comments? 

Knowledge improvement (block course) 

You were part of the above mentioned capacity development intervention (block courses)  

 Can you tell me which courses did you attend so far? Please mention the names 

 What type of support did you receive during the course?   

- In which form? (practical/class room/clinical teaching …..) 

- What did you expect the most from the block course/s? Elaborate please 

- Did it fulfill your expectations? Elaborate please 

- What was your role/contribution? 

 Does the topics discussed in the bloc were relevant to your daily clinical work? Please explain  

OR How did it particularly help you to do your daily clinical practice at wards (improve skill to diagnose 

and manage the cases independently/think thoroughly, identify and refer….)? please give some examples 

 Have you learned more during the courses (improved knowledge)? Please explain 

 What was your engagement/involvement in the course?  

- Did it motivate your learning process?  

- What did motivate you? 

- Did you spend more time as expected in studying? 

- Did it make you more engage to discuss with other students, colleagues, teachers about the topic/s? 

 Do you think it has changed your thinking or behavior (attitude) towards dealing patients at wards? If 

YES, what have been changed? In which perspective? Please give some examples 

 Do you think it has changes your practice towards dealing patients at wards? If YES, what have been 

changed? In which perspective? Please give example 

 Did the course help you to cope with the stress and to improve working in a team at ward?  

YES/NO, please explain 

 Do you think now you can imagine the patients beyond their diseased body (not only the diseases, but also 

the social determinants that the patients came from) BEYONG CLINICIAN 

 Did it wider your perspective (not only national but also international)? Do you think it gave you an 



international perspective attending the bloc courses where instructors are international?  

 Did the course have an effect on your perspective regarding the health care system in Malawi (e.g. you 

better understand the perspective, health care system, problems, dealing with the problems….) 

YES/NO,  please give an example about the perspective change  

 Do you think you have gained some leadership capacity to work not only at hospital but also at society?  

 What do you think could be done differently for better outcomes? (in general or course specific) 

- What needs to be changed? 

- What needs to be added? 

- Duration, frequency  

- Course/methodology (practical/class room/clinic teaching)  

- Support  

 Do you think it should be continued? YES/NO, Please explain 

 Any other additional recommendations or suggestions or comments? 

Closing Remarks 

 

Is there anything you would like to add? 

 

Thank you for your time. 

 

 


